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Fermi observations of 
Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes 

(TGFs)!
Michael S. Briggs!

(UAHuntsville)!
and the GBM Team!



The current GBM Team: Narayana Bhat, Michael Briggs, Michael 
Burgess, Vandiver Chaplin, Bill Cleveland, Valerie Connaughton, 
Roland Diehl, Steve Elrod, Mark Finger, Jerry Fishman, Gerard 
Fitzgerald, Suzanne Foley, Lisa Gibby, Misty Giles, Adam 
Goldstein, Jochen Greiner, David Gruber, Alexander van der Horst, 
Andreas von Kienlin, Pete Jenke, Marc Kippen, Chryssa 
Kouveliotou, Emily Layden, Sheila McBreen, Sinead McGlynn, 
Chip Meegan, Bill Paciesas, Veronique Pelassa, Rob Preece, Arne 
Rau, Dave Tierney, Colleen Wilson-Hodge and Shaolin Xiong.!

!      Others before launch: Giselher Lichti, Fred Berry, !
                  Ron Cantrell, Al English, Fred Kroeger, …!
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Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS)!

237 GBM TGFs!
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Cummer et al.,!
GRL, 2011!
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TGF Instruments!

Discovered with BATSE of the Compton Observatory 
in the early 1990ʼs.!

Currently being observed with:!

  the RHESSI Solar Explorer – sample size 
approaching 1000 TGFs,!
  AGILE!
  and the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) of Fermi!



Key Theory Papers!
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•  Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche process: 
Gurevich et al., Physics Letters A (1992),!

•  Relativistic feedback: Dwyer, Geophys. Res. Lett. 
(2003)!

Space Weather Camp 2011!
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The gamma-rays originate from bremsstrahlung 
emission from energetic electrons accelerated in 
strong electric fields associated with thunderstorms or 
lightning.!

Pasquale Blasiʼs first case: <E> ≠ 0 − this is possible 
because of the low conductivity of air.!

The electrons are produced by the Relativistic 
Runaway Electron Avalanche Model (RREA), likely 
with  Relativistic Feedback to increase the 
multiplication.!

Space Weather Camp 2011!
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sustaining, no longer requiring an external source of ener-
getic seed electrons. As a result of this positive feedback, the
number of runaway electron avalanches increases exponen-
tially on a time scale measured in microseconds.

The two principal feedback mechanisms, which shall be
referred to as x-ray feedback !also called gamma-ray or pho-
ton feedback" and positron feedback, were originally de-
scribed by Dwyer,34 who also used a Monte Carlo simulation
to calculate the electric field thresholds necessary for feed-
back to be important. In addition, second-order feedback ef-
fects can also occur such as feedback from bremsstrahlung x
rays emitted from the backward propagating positrons and
feedback from the 511-keV gamma rays emitted by the an-
nihilating positrons. These feedback mechanisms shall be re-
ferred to as positron bremsstrahlung feedback and positron
annihilation feedback, respectively. As will be discussed be-
low, these second-order effects generally occur at rates at or
below about 10% that of the positron and x-ray feedback. To
distinguish the feedback mechanisms described here, which
involve high-energy particles, from the low-energy feedback
mechanisms occurring in ordinary Townsend gas discharges,
in this paper, the four feedback mechanisms above shall
jointly be referred to as “relativistic feedback” !RF".

As will be discussed below in Sec. IV, the effects of
relativistic feedback can increase the flux of runaway elec-
trons and the accompanying x-ray emission by factors of
trillions, resulting in a partially ionized plasma and a large
increase in the conductivity that ultimately collapses the am-
bient electric field under conditions for which an ordinary
runaway discharge has a completely negligible effect. In-
deed, Dwyer34 showed that this mechanism establishes an
upper limit on the large-scale static electric field that is
achievable in air, even in principle. If this limit is exceeded,
even by a small amount, then the flux of runaway electrons
increases exponentially to the point where the electric field is
quickly reduced below the limit.

In this paper, a detailed investigation of the relativistic
feedback mechanisms is presented for both air and the
hydrogen–helium atmospheres of the four Jovian planets, ex-
panding upon earlier work by Dwyer et al.34,37,38 and Babich
et al.36 It will be shown that relativistic feedback leads to a
new kind of electrical breakdown in gaseous media and,
therefore, is a new mechanism for generating plasmas in
such media. Unlike the RREA mechanism, which is often
and erroneously called “runaway breakdown,” this new type
of electrical breakdown produced by relativistic feedback is a
true breakdown under the standard use of the term.

II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

A. Relativistic runaway electron avalanche overview

The basic mechanism for producing runaway electrons is
illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the effective drag force due
to collisions of electrons with air as a function of the elec-
tron’s kinetic energy.13 For kinetic energies K!Kth, the rate
of energy gain from the electric field, eE, exceeds the rate of
energy loss due to collisions, making it possible for electrons
to acquire large amounts of energy. For very large electric
fields, E!Ec, the high-energy tail of the bulk free electron

population can run away.39,40 At lower electric fields, Eth
"E"Ec, the initial runaway electrons must be supplied by
external energetic “seed” particles. However, as the electrons
propagate they occasionally collide with air atoms producing
energetic “knock-on” electrons, which in turn can run away.
The result is an avalanche of relativistic electrons that in-
creases in size exponentially with distance. Note that the
effective drag force shown in Fig. 1 depends linearly on the
air density. Therefore, the electric field necessary for elec-
trons to run away also depends linearly on the density and so
is lower at high altitudes.41

B. Monte Carlo overview

The Monte Carlo simulation of relativistic runaway elec-
tron avalanches used in this study is capable of modeling the
development and propagation of runaway electron ava-
lanches in any gaseous medium for both spatially and time-
varying electric and magnetic fields.13,29,34,37,38,42 This simu-
lation includes, in an accurate form, all the important
interactions involving runaway electrons, positrons, x rays,
and gamma rays. These interactions include energy losses
through ionization and atomic excitation, and Møller
scattering.43 The simulation fully models elastic scattering
using a shielded-Coulomb potential and includes bremsstrah-
lung production of x rays and gamma rays, and the subse-
quent propagation of the photons, including photoelectric ab-
sorption, Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering, and pair
production. In addition, the simulation includes positron
propagation !and annihilation" and the generation of ener-
getic seed electrons via Bhabha scattering of positrons, and
via Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption of ener-
getic photons.

FIG. 1. The effective drag force experienced by a free electron moving
through air at STP as a function of kinetic energy !Ref. 13". The solid curve
is due to inelastic scattering of the electron with air molecules, and the
dashed curve includes the effects of bremsstrahlung emission. The horizon-
tal line shows the electric force from a 500-kV/m electric field. Runaway
electrons occur for kinetic energies greater than the threshold energy, K
!Kth. Ec is the critical electric field strength for which low-energy thermal
electrons will run away, and Eth is the minimum field needed to produce
relativistic runaway electrons.
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Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche (RREA) Model!
of Gurevich, Milikh & Roussel-Dupre (1992):!
Drag force fd  as a function of electron energy!

Inelastic scattering!
with air molecules!

bremsstrahlung!

E = 500 kV / m!



Runaway Electron Avalanches by Relativistic Feedback 
J. Dwyer (2007)!
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about a factor of 10 below the conventional breakdown
threshold when effects of hydrometeors are included. How-
ever, in their paper, Dwyer et al.38 did not address the effects
of the feedback mechanisms. In this paper, the properties of
the feedback mechanisms will be explored for the Jovian
atmospheres as well as for air, and the thresholds for feed-
back in the Jovian atmospheres will be presented for the first
time.

The Jovian atmospheres are primarily hydrogen and he-
lium with only trace amounts of other species. Dwyer et al.38

showed that runaway avalanches are not sensitive to the ex-
act abundance of helium. Specifically, the helium abundance
made almost no difference for He/H2 mole fractions be-
tween 0% and 20%, a range that encompasses the abun-
dances in the four gas giants. In this paper, following Dwyer
et al.,38 the solar helium abundance value of 13.6% shall be
used for all calculations.

Dwyer et al.38 also investigated the effects that the am-
bient planetary magnetic fields have on runaway avalanches
in the gas giants. They found that under conditions likely to
be present for thunderstorms the magnetic fields have only a
minor effect on properties of the runaway avalanches. Only
for very low electric fields, near the runaway avalanche
threshold !Eth= "36.1 kV/m#! "n /no# for hydrogen-helium
where no=2.69!1025 m!3$, and only for the case of Jupiter,
do the effects of the planetary magnetic field become signifi-
cant. As shall be discussed below, the electric fields under
consideration here are high enough above this threshold
"e.g., E"60 kV/m at n=no# that the planetary magnetic
fields can be ignored for likely thunderstorm conditions.
However, for high altitude discharges, well above the typical
thunderstorm heights, the effects of the magnetic fields can
become important, so more detailed simulations should be
carried out for those circumstances.

Because lightning and, hence, runaway electrons likely
occur over a wide range of atmospheric pressures, and in
order to aid in the comparison with breakdown in Earth’s
atmosphere, all results are presented for gas molecular num-
ber densities equal to that of air at 1 atm under standard
conditions, i.e., no=2.69!1025 m!3. This density corre-
sponds to a pressure of 0.48 bar in Jupiter.51 However, no
generality is lost here, since all quantities can then be calcu-
lated for other gas densities using a simple scaling law as
will be explained below.

Using detailed Monte Carlo simulations, Dwyer et al.38

found that the runaway electrons avalanche "e-folding#
length for hydrogen-helium at "n=no# is well described by
the empirical formula, valid over the range
%40–2500 kV/m,

# =
6570 kV

"E + "2.91 ! 10!4 m/kV#E2 ! 32.9 kV/m#
, "14#

where the electric field strength, E, is in kV/m "Ref. 38#.
This expression can be compared with the empirical formula
for air given by Eq. "13#. For a given electric field, the ava-
lanche length for hydrogen-helium is considerable smaller
than for air, due mainly to the lower ionization energy loss
rate in hydrogen-helium.

III. FEEDBACK THRESHOLD AND THE MAXIMUM
ELECTRIC FIELD

A. Results for relativistic feedback

Figure 2 shows an example of runaway electron ava-
lanches for air produced by relativistic feedback. Only the
center avalanche was produced by an external "1-MeV# seed
energetic electron, e.g., produced by an atmospheric cosmic-
ray particle. All the other avalanches are the result of rela-
tivistic feedback. The electric field used for this simulation
was 750 kV/m over 150 m at standard temperature and pres-
sure "STP#, which is about 1 avalanche length longer than is
necessary for the runaway electrons to be self-sustaining "$
=1#. This corresponds to a total potential difference slightly
over 100 MV. The electric field used in Fig. 2 is at least
three times smaller than the conventional breakdown field
for clear air and was chosen because at this value the two
principal feedback mechanisms "x-ray and positron feed-
back# are of approximately equal importance, allowing both
to be illustrated in one figure. For clarity, only about 1 in
1000 runaway electrons in the simulation "black lines# are
actually plotted in Fig. 2. Otherwise, the figure would be too
dense with electrons to see individual trajectories. All the
positrons are plotted as blue lines. Figure 2 is plotted for

FIG. 2. "Color# Results of the Monte Carlo simulation showing runaway
avalanches for air with the electric field E=750 kV/m. The black trajecto-
ries are individual runaway electrons. The blue trajectories are positrons.
The central avalanche is due to the injection of a single, 1-MeV seed elec-
tron. All the other avalanches are produced by x-ray and positron feedback.
The top panel is for times, t%0.5 &s, the middle panel is for t%2 &s, and
the bottom panel is for t%10 &s. If the simulation was not artificially ter-
minated at 10 &s, the number of runaway electrons would continue to grow
indefinitely.
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t < 0.5 μs!

t < 2 μs!

t < 10 μs!

Initial avalanche from!
a single 1 MeV seed!
electron.!

Additional avalanches!
produced by x-ray and!
positron feedback. !

Black = Electron!
Blue = Positron!

E = 750 kV / m!
for 150 m,!
110 MV potential!
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Meteosat 9 image!
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A pure B-field ⇒ kinetic energy is conserved.

A homogenous B-field ⇒ helical motion:

uniform translation v� along the field and circular motion v⊥ about the field.

Pitch angle α:

tan α =
v⊥
v�

(1)

Relevant values:

B ∼ 30, 000 nT = 0.3 G

For an electron energy ∼ 1 MeV: rL ∼ 100m,

ωB ∼ 1 MHz.

Fermi School 2012!
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The geomagnetic field is not homogenous...

Adiabatic invariant:
J =

�
p⊥ · dl = constant (2)

=
e

c
Bπr2

L (3)

=
c2

e2
p2
⊥

B
(4)

So as the particles approach the Earth and B increases, p⊥ must increase. As
v⊥ increases, by energy conservation v� decreases. Eventually v� reaches zero
and changes sign – magnetic mirroring!

Fermi School 2012!
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Simulation: J. Dwyer!
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Currently 250 (triggered) TGFs!

The TGF rate since the Flight Software 
was improved (2009 Nov 10): one per 4.0 
days.!

But as Oliver Twist said, “Please sir, I want 
some more.”!
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Fermi Tracks on year 2010, month 8, day 1
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Currently ~700 TGFs.!

“Please sir, I want some more.”!

Fermi and GBM have permission to 
produce GBM TTE data all the time!!
We predict ≈850 TGFs per year.!

http://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/publications/
tgf_journal.html!


